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Fly Recipes

These flies form the basis of my south island fly selection year after year. Remember though, it all 
comes down to presentation, and if you 
will not take it. Have fun!

Backcountry PT

Hook: Tiemco 3769 size 8 - 14

Tail: Several Pheasant tail fibres

Abdomen: as for tail, ribbed securely

Thorax: Black sparkle dub – squirrel 
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Collar: Hot orange tying thread as used in construction.

Bead: Usually black tungsten, oversized for heavier versions.

Comments: For most of my local backcountry waters trout food can be thrown into one of two 
categories – big and dark, or big and green. Tied with an oversized bead and loaded with lead, this 
fly works well in the heavier water ‘
really locks on those feisty rainbows. 
underlaying the tail for added attraction. 
use the Glister Nymph.

Green Caddis

Hook: Tiemco 2457 size 12

Tail: If required, short tag of black possum, rabbit or a hotspot red tag of SLF

Abdomen: Under body of caddis green Squirrel Brite or similar dubbing. Overwrapped with gree
flexi-floss.

Thorax: Black sparkle dub – squirrel  brite, glister etc

Collar: Hot orange or red tying thread as used in construction.

Hot orange tying thread as used in construction.

, oversized for heavier versions.

For most of my local backcountry waters trout food can be thrown into one of two 
big and dark, or big and green. Tied with an oversized bead and loaded with lead, this 

eavier water ‘Czech  style’ and the addition of a hotspot in behind the bead 
rainbows. Feel free to add a short, orange tag of SLF or similar 

underlaying the tail for added attraction. Tied from sizes 8 through 14, anything smaller and I just 

If required, short tag of black possum, rabbit or a hotspot red tag of SLF

of caddis green Squirrel Brite or similar dubbing. Overwrapped with gree
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Bead: Gold or black tungsten, oversized for heavier versions.

Comment: My first choice for rocky 
the backcountry trout’s diet. The slender, green body also suggests stoneflies, so we are really killing 
two birds with one stone. Ensure you carry some extra heavy models for the faster, bouldery runs 
getting down to the correct level is often essential in our southern, backcountry waters. 

‘Mr Glister’- The Essential Streamer

Hook: Tiemco 5262 size 2 - 8

Tail:  A bunch of red flashabou or kr

Body: Brown ‘Glister’ dubbing from Veniyards

Wing: Magnum Zonker strip, natural, brown or black 

Collar: Hot orange or red tying thread as used in construction.

Bead: Black tungsten cone.

Comment: A great standby. Big fish will move to big streamer
‘dormant’ fish on this puppy. Throw it upstream and dead drift it like a nymph, or maybe swing it 
traditionally across and down. This will pull fish which are often too deep for a nymph presentation 

, oversized for heavier versions.

My first choice for rocky headwaters, the free living caddis makes up a large portion of 
diet. The slender, green body also suggests stoneflies, so we are really killing 

two birds with one stone. Ensure you carry some extra heavy models for the faster, bouldery runs 
getting down to the correct level is often essential in our southern, backcountry waters. 

The Essential Streamer

A bunch of red flashabou or krystal flash for sparkle

from Veniyards

Magnum Zonker strip, natural, brown or black – try chartreuse for dirtier water.

Hot orange or red tying thread as used in construction.

A great standby. Big fish will move to big streamers and I have caught a lot of previously 
‘dormant’ fish on this puppy. Throw it upstream and dead drift it like a nymph, or maybe swing it 
traditionally across and down. This will pull fish which are often too deep for a nymph presentation 

the free living caddis makes up a large portion of 
diet. The slender, green body also suggests stoneflies, so we are really killing 

two birds with one stone. Ensure you carry some extra heavy models for the faster, bouldery runs –
getting down to the correct level is often essential in our southern, backcountry waters. 

for dirtier water.

s and I have caught a lot of previously 
‘dormant’ fish on this puppy. Throw it upstream and dead drift it like a nymph, or maybe swing it 
traditionally across and down. This will pull fish which are often too deep for a nymph presentation 



or in water too tricky to get an effective nymph drift. Add a split shot or two for extra weight where 
required. Never leave home without a good streamer or two in your arsenal.

CDC Emerger

Hook: Tiemco 100 size 10 through 18

Shuck: (Optional) Z-lon or a couple of 

Abdomen: dark hares fur

Thorax: as for body, with a clipping of cdc left to add bulk

Wing: Cul De Canard (natural). Two feathers for the smoother, glassy water and up to several for the 
more riffly stuff. Tied forward.

Comments: My go-to surface presentation for any fish looking to sip off the top. Flush floating, slim 
and effective. Tied in larger sizes it works a treat when imitating the larger onisigaster or 
nesemeletus on our bigger tailwaters, and tied in my usual, size 16 it
and in any other match-the-hatch situation. Try it 
these fish may be sceptical of even the best cicada presentation, they 
emerger!

Below, the Messy Sanchez emerger adds a little more 
Substitute the CDC for fine deer hair tied ‘compara dun’ style and whip down razor foam on top of 
the abdomen. A couple of splayed tailing fibres helps keep it afloat. 

an effective nymph drift. Add a split shot or two for extra weight where 
required. Never leave home without a good streamer or two in your arsenal.
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lon or a couple of strands of krystal flash

as for body, with a clipping of cdc left to add bulk

Cul De Canard (natural). Two feathers for the smoother, glassy water and up to several for the 

to surface presentation for any fish looking to sip off the top. Flush floating, slim 
and effective. Tied in larger sizes it works a treat when imitating the larger onisigaster or 
nesemeletus on our bigger tailwaters, and tied in my usual, size 16 it does the job on the Mataura, 

hatch situation. Try it midsummer on spooky cicada feeders. Where 
these fish may be sceptical of even the best cicada presentation, they don’t often expect the wee 

merger adds a little more buoyancy through the more aggressive
Substitute the CDC for fine deer hair tied ‘compara dun’ style and whip down razor foam on top of 

A couple of splayed tailing fibres helps keep it afloat. A great stand – by.
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The Glister nymph

Hook: Tiemco 3769 size 14 - 18

Tail: Black Krystal flash, or a Betts tailing fibrestailing fibres



Abdomen: Brown ‘Glister’ dubbing, ribbed with copper wire

Thorax: As for abdomen

Collar: Hot orange or red tying thread if required.

Bead: Usually black tungsten, oversized for heavier versions.

Comments: My go-to nymph. Quick to tie, durable, and my number one fish catcher. Representative
of the majority of ‘small and dark’ food items in both rivers and lakes, the Glister nymph is pretty 
much just a hare and copper tied with an alternative dubbing. I find glister adds a ‘subtle bling’; just 
enough flash to ensure your fly stands out from the drift, without alerting those wary browns. Tied 
in the smaller sizes it is a killer. Anything larger than 14 however, I find it begins to lack detail, and so 
I employ the backcountry PT.

Terrestrials

Our back country trout love to feast on larger terrestrials come the warmer months. Manuka 
beetles, cicada, blowflies etc. I don’t really bother to tie these myself, instead just purchasing a 
bunch of Umpqua Blowfly Humpies in a variety of sizes from 10 through to 16, and find these will do 
the job well, regardless of what the trout are looking towards. Terrestrial munching fish are rarely 
selective – they will take what floats past as long as it is presented correctly.

Chris Dore
Federation of Fly Fishers Certified Casting Instructor and member of the New 

Zealand Professional Fishing Guides Assn.


